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Abstract

This thesis focuses on the optimization methods for standard cell layouts. Standard cells

are the most fundamental components of VLSI, and provide the building blocks for creating

large complex functions in both application-specific and semi-custom domains. Therefore,

their performance has significant effects on the final performance of the synthesized VLSI.

We propose a minimum-width transistor placement and an infra-cell routing via Boolean

satisfiability to optimize the area of the cell layouts. We also propose a comprehensive cell

layout synthesis method and a cell layout de-compaction method for yield optimization.

Chapter 2 proposes a minimum-width layout synthesis method for dual CMOS cells via

Boolean Satisfiability (SAT). Cell layout synthesis problems, i.e., the transistor placement

and the infra-cell routing problems are first transformed into SAT problems by this formula-

tion. The proposed method guarantees to generate minimum-width cell layouts with routabil-

ity under our layout styles. This method places complementary P and N type transistors in-

dividually during transistor placement, and can generate smaller width layout compared with

the case of pairing the complementary P and N type transistors. The experimental results

show that the proposed method generates the cell layouts of 30 dual CMOS logic circuits

in 58% runtime with only 5% area increase compared with the commercial cell generation

tool with cell layout compaction. This result indicates that our cell layout styles defined for

the SAT formulation is practical enough to generate the layout of dual CMOS cells quickly

with a little area overhead. Since this method still has a restriction in gate connection style

between P and N type transistors, it is applicable only to dual CMOS cells. The extension of

the transistor placement method for non-dual cells is explained in Chapter 4.

Chapter 3 describes a hierarchical extension of the cell layout synthesis method proposed

in Chapter 2 for the cell layout synthesis of large dual CMOS cells. This method partitions a

given transistor-level netlist into blocks considering the transistor connections by diffusions.

Infra-block placement uses the exact transistor placement method proposed in Chapter 2, and

hierarchically generates the transistor placement with routability. The comparison results

with the flat cell layout synthesis method show that the proposed hierarchical method reduces

the runtime for cell layout synthesis drastically with little width increase. The comparison
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results with the commercial cell generation tool without cell layout compaction show that

the total cell width is increased about 4% by the proposed method due to the layout style

restriction, whereas the runtime is only about 3% of that of the commercial tool. These

results show the effectiveness of the proposed method as a quick layout generator in the area

of transistor-level circuit optimization such as on-demand cell layout synthesis.

Chapter 4 shows flat and hierarchical approaches for generating a minimum-width tran-

sistor placement of CMOS cells in presence of non-dual P and N type transistors, whereas

the cell layout synthesis methods proposed in the previous chapters are only for dual cells.

This chapter targets the minimum-width transistor placement, and does not take the intra-cell

routings into consideration. Our approaches are the first exact transistor placement methods

which can be applied to CMOS cells with any types of structure, whereas almost all of the

conventional exact transistor placement method is applicable only to dual CMOS cells. Ex-

perimental results show that the proposed method is not only applicable to CMOS cells with

any types of structure, but also more effective even for dual CMOS cells compared with the

transistor placement method proposed in Chapter 2. The hierarchical single-row approach is

shown to be effective to reduce the runtime drastically. This chapter also shows the general-

ization results of the single-row transistor placement method into the multi-row placement.

The proposed exact minimum-width multi-row transistor placement method generates more

area-efficient placement than the conventional method only for dual cells by using the gate

connection style which is more suitable for multi-row transistor placement than the conven-

tional style and can solve the cells with up to 26 transistors in reasonable runtime.

Chapter 5 introduces a cell layout synthesis technique to optimize the yield. The yield

cost metric used in this chapter is the sensitivity to wiring faults due to spot defects. The

sensitivity to faults on intra-cell routings is modeled with consideration to the spot defects

size distribution and the end effect of critical areas. The impact of the sensitivity reduction

on the yield improvement is also discussed in this chapter. The minimum-width cell layout

of CMOS logic cells are comprehensively generated using the transistor placement method

proposed in Chapter 2 and the comprehensive intra-cell routing method proposed in this

chapter. The yield optimal layouts are selected from the exhaustively-generated layouts by

using the proposed sensitivity to wiring faults as a cost function. The experimental results

on 8 CMOS logic circuits which have up to 14 transistors show that the fault sensitivity is

reduced about 15% on an average by selecting the minimum-sensitivity layouts rather than

selecting the minimum-wire-length layouts.
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Chapter 6 proposes a timing-aware cell layout de-compaction method for yield optimiza-

tion using Linear Programming (LP). The proposed method performs a de-compaction of the

original layout in order to improve the yield by minimizing the Critical Area (CA) inside

the cell. This yield improvement procedure is executed under given timing constraints. To

formulate the timing constraints into LP, a new accurate linear delay model which approxi-

mates the difference from the original delay is proposed. Using the proposed timing-aware

yield enhancement method, we can explore the trade-off between yield and performance, and

can pick up the yield/performance variants from the trade-off curve. The effectiveness of the

proposed method for OPC mask data volume reduction is also shown in this chapter. The

experimental results on 90nm cell layouts demonstrate an average of 4.28% reduction in the

fractured mask data size in the case that 10% delay increase is allowed. This timing-aware

de-compaction framework is extended to the redundant contact insertion adjacent to the orig-

inal single contacts to minimize the yield loss due to contact failure. To take the parametric

yield into account, the proposed method is also extended to the gate layout pattern regularity

enhancement to reduce the systematic variation of the gate critical dimensions (CD). The

edge placement error (EPE) estimation results show that the standard deviation of the gate

CD EPE distribution is reduced by about 28% compared to that of the original layouts.

We are sure that these results in this thesis such as the exact minimum-width cell layout

synthesis techniques, the comprehensive cell layout synthesis method, and the cell layout de-

compaction method for yield optimization will be used for standard-cell layout optimization

in terms of area, delay, and yield, and contribute to the VLSI performance and reliability

improvements.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The recent progress in VLSI process technologies enables us to integrate a large number

of transistors on one chip, and significantly improves the circuit performance. On the other

hand, due to the ever-increasing design complexity of the VLSI, we could never design any

competitive SoCs within practical time-to-market without automated design techniques.

One of the major automated design methodologies for VLSIs is the cell-based design. Fig-

ure 1.1 shows the simplified flow diagram of the cell-based LSI design. In this design flow, a

circuit mask layout is automatically generated through logic synthesis and place&route pro-

cesses from a hardware description written in Hardware Description Language(HDL). This

design flow has been automated by a lot of EDA vendors, and a lot of commercial tools are

also available[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. In these logic synthesis and place&route stage, we use a standard-

cell library. The characteristics of cells including cell delay, area, and power are used in the

logic synthesis stage, and the physical layout of each cell is used in the place&route stage. As

is clear from this design flow, standard cells are the most fundamental components of VLSI,

and provide the building blocks for creating large complex functions in both application-

specific and semi-custom domains. Therefore, their performance has significant effects on

the final performance of the synthesized VLSI.

Until recently, a lot of papers have been published in the area of the automatic cell lay-

out synthesis[6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Conventionally, these standard cells are usually designed and

thoroughly optimized by hand. However, the progress in the automatic transistor-level layout

generation now enables us to automatically generate the cell layouts which have comparable

quality to those designed by hand and drastically reduces the required time for creating new

standard-cell libraries. Moreover, some automatic cell synthesis methods are also used for

1
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Figure 1.1 A simplified flow diagram of the cell-based LSI design .

on-demand cell synthesis. Especially in the area of the on-demand cell synthesis , not only the

quality of cells but also the runtime reduction is extremely important. The coupling between

on-demand cell synthesis and the technology mapping phase of logic synthesis can replace

the concept of a cell library, and it is possible to reduce silicon area by a tighter coupling

between cell generation and the automatic place&route system[11]. Based on these rea-

sons, several commercial tools in automated standard-cell layout synthesis are widely used

now[12, 13].

These standard cells are usually optimized for area, delay, and power and these factors are

their basic characteristics used during logic synthesis and physical optimization . Therefore,

almost all of the conventional methods and commercial tools target to optimize these factors .

On the other hand, the recent progress in VLSI manufacturing technology and shrinking fea-

ture size lead to some new issues such as Design For Manufacturability(DFM) . DFM is

generally defined as a set of techniques to modify the design of circuits in order to make

them more manufacturable, i.e., to improve their yield. Due to very high costs associated

with the manufacturability of deep sub-micron integrated circuits , even a small yield im-

provement can be extremely significant. Recently, a lot of papers related to VLSI yield im-

provement have been published[14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. Figure 1.2 illustrates the conceptual flow

diagram of the yield-aware cell-based LSI design. The yield-aware logic synthesis[17] intro-

duces the manufacturability cost into logic synthesis and replaces the traditional area-driven

technology mapping with a new manufacturability-driven one . The yield-aware physical

optimization[18] integrates manufacturability information into the timing-driven synthesis
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Figure 1.2 A flow diagram of the yield-aware cell-based LSI design.

and place&route cost function. In these yield-aware design flows, the yield-awareness is also

a fundamental characteristic of the standard-cell layouts. Therefore, now the standard cells

have to be optimized not only for area, delay, and power, but also for yield.

1.2 Research Objectives and Thesis Organization

This thesis focuses on the optimization methods for standard-cell layouts. Figure 1.3 illus-

trates the proposed optimization methods in perspective. There are two main optimization

targets in this thesis, cell area optimization and yield optimization. Transistor placement and

intra-cell routing methods for minimum-width cell layout synthesis via Boolean satisfiability

are presented in Chapter 2 through Chapter 4. Chapters 2 and 3 propose flat and hierarchi-

cal cell layout synthesis methods for dual CMOS cells, respectively. The extension of these

methods to the minimum-width transistor placement which is applicable to non-dual cells is

explained in Chapter 4. Then, Chapter 5 shows a comprehensive cell layout synthesis method

for yield optimization. This method utilizes the above-mentioned minimum-width transistor

placement methods proposed for the cell area optimization, and routes the placements using

a comprehensive intra-cell router in a grid-based manner. Yield-optimal cell layouts are se-

lected from the exhaustively-generated cell layouts. Chapter 6 describes a timing-aware cell

layout de-compaction method for yield optimization. This method performs a de-compaction

of a given cell layout in a grid-less manner under given timing constraints for further yield

optimization. A detailed explanation of each chapter is described as follows.
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Figure 1.3 The proposed cell layout optimization methods in perspective.

Chapter 2 proposes a minimum-width layout synthesis method for dual CMOS cells via

Boolean Satisfiability(SAT). Cell layout synthesis problems, i.e., the transistor placement

and the intra-cell routing problems are first transformed into SAT problems by this formu-

lation. The proposed method guarantees to generate minimum-width cells with routability

under our layout styles. This method places complementary P and N type transistors indi-

vidually during transistor placement, and can generate smaller width layout compared with

the case of pairing the complementary P and N type transistors. Since this method still has

a restriction in gate connection style between P and N type transistors, it is applicable only

to dual CMOS cells. The extension of the transistor placement method for non-dual cells is

explained in Chapter 4.

Chapter 3 describes a hierarchical extension of the cell layout synthesis method proposed in

Chapter 2 for cell layout synthesis of large dual CMOS cells. This method partitions a given

transistor-level netlist into blocks considering the transistor connections by diffusions. Intra-

block  placement uses an exact transistor placement method which is proposed in Chapter 2,

and hierarchically generates the transistor placement with routability. Experimental results

show that the proposed method reduces the runtime for cell layout synthesis drastically with

little width increase. The proposed method can be used as a quick layout generator in the

area of transistor-level circuit optimization such as on-demand cell layout synthesis.

Chapter 4 shows flat and hierarchical approaches for generating a minimum-width transis-

tor placement of CMOS cells in presence of non-dual P and N type transistors, whereas the

cell layout synthesis methods proposed in the previous chapters are only for dual cells. This

chapter targets the minimum-width transistor placement, and does not take the intra-cell rout-

ings into consideration. Our approaches are the first exact transistor placement method which

can be applied to CMOS cells with any types of structure, whereas almost all of the conven-
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tional exact transistor placement method is applicable only to dual CMOS cells. This chapter

also shows the generalization results of the single-row transistor placement method into the

multi-row placement. The proposed exact minimum-width multi-row transistor placement

method uses more efficient gate connection style and generates more area-efficient transistor

placements than the conventional multi-row transistor placement method only for dual cells.

Chapter 5 introduces a cell layout synthesis technique to optimize the yield. The yield cost

metric used in the proposed method is the sensitivity to wiring faults due to spot defects. The

sensitivity to faults on intra-cell routings is modeled with consideration to the spot defects

size distribution and the end effect of critical areas. Although the critical area used for the

sensitivity calculation is extracted from the original layout patterns without lithographic sim-

ulation, the feasibility of the proposed sensitivity model to the practical lithography system is

discussed. The impact of the sensitivity reduction on the yield improvement is also discussed

in this chapter. The minimum-width cell layout of CMOS logic cells are comprehensively

generated using the transistor placement method proposed in Chapter 2 and the comprehen-

sive intra-cell routing method proposed in this chapter. The yield optimal layouts are selected

from the exhaustively-generated layouts by using the proposed sensitivity to wiring faults as

a cost function.

Chapter 6 proposes a timing-aware cell layout de-compaction method for yield optimiza-

tion using Linear Programming(LP). The proposed method performs a de-compaction of the

original layout in order to improve the yield by minimizing the critical area inside the cell.

This yield improvement procedure is executed under given timing constraints. To formulate

the timing constraints into LP, a new accurate linear delay model which approximates the

difference from the original delay is proposed. The effectiveness of the proposed method

for OPC mask data volume reduction is also shown in this chapter. This timing-aware de-

compaction framework is extended to the redundant contact insertion adjacent to the original

single contacts to minimize the yield loss due to contact failure. To take the parametric

yield into account, the proposed method is also extended to the gate layout pattern regular-

ity enhancement to reduce the systematic variation of the gate critical dimensions. Using

the proposed timing-aware yield enhancement method, we can explore the trade-off between

yield and performance, and can pick up the yield/performance variants from the trade-off

curve.

Finally, Chapter 7 gives conclusions of this thesis.



Chapter 2

Exact Minimum-Width Cell Layout

Synthesis for Dual CMOS Cells

2.1 Introduction

This chapter targets to minimize the area of the dual CMOS cells and proposes a minimum-

width layout synthesis method which is applicable only to dual CMOS cells. The proposed

method generates minimum-width routable cell layouts via Boolean Satisfiability (SAT). In

the area of the automated cell layout synthesis, several exact cell layout synthesis methods

have been proposed. Gupta and Hayes proposed the CMOS cell width minimization via In-

teger Linear Programming (ILP)[19, 20, 21]. This method solves the width minimization of

two dimensional transistor placement exactly. However, this method treats complementary P

and N type transistors as a pair and aligns only these transistors vertically. There are some

cases that the cell width becomes smaller when complementary transistors are not aligned

vertically. Maziasz and Hayes proposed the exact algorithm for width and height minimiza-

tion of CMOS cells[22]. This method minimizes both width and height considering intra-cell

routability. However, this method also treats complementary transistors as a pair and the

layout styles of this method have some difference from the practical cell layout styles. For

example, it does not use horizontal polysilicon for routing.

We propose a minimum-width cell layout synthesis method for dual CMOS cells via SAT.

Devadas has transformed various layout problems such as channel routing and partitioning

into SAT problems[23]. However, the transistor placement and intra-cell routing problems

could not be solved. The formulation of cell layout synthesis problems, i.e., transistor place-

ment and intra-cell routing problems, need some specific constraints such as diffusion sharing

and complex routing patterns. We define the practical styles for cell layout to formulate these

constraints into SAT, and cell layout synthesis problems are first transformed into SAT prob-

6
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l

ems by our formulation.

The proposed method generates the minimum-width transistor placement with routability

under our layout styles via SAT. The proposed method places complementary P and N type

transistors individually during transistor placement, and can generate smaller width layout

than the conventional exact methods explained above which treats the complementary P and

N type transistors as a pair. Furthermore, we define more practical layout styles than the

previous exact cell layout synthesis method, so that we can handle the multiple-sized tran-

sistors and the horizontal polysilicon. Our method does not minimize the cell height since

we focus on the standard-cell layout synthesis whose height is usually fixed . Our SAT-based

cell layout synthesis method generates the minimum-width placements in much shorter run-

time than the 0-1 ILP-based transistor placement method, and also generates cell layouts

in shorter runtime than the commercial cell generation tool. Therefore, it can significantly

shorten the time-to-market of a cell library, and can also be used for many other applications

such as on-demand cell synthesis, since it generates a layout quickly from a netlist , not from

a pre-defined symbolic layout.

In Section 2.2, our layout styles are defined. The formulations of transistor placement and

intra-cell routing are explained in Section 2.3 and Section 2.4, respectively . Experimental

results are shown in Section 2.5, and finally Section 2.6 summarizes this chapter.

2.2 Layout Styles

Our layout styles are described in Table 2.1 and illustrated in Figure 2.1. By using these

styles, the cell layout synthesis problems are efficiently transformed into SAT problems

and a SAT solver can search for a solution quickly. The general styles for one dimen-

sional width minimization of static dual CMOS logic cells were proposed by Uehara and

vanCleemput[24]. Our layout style No.1 through 5 are for the transistor placement essen-

tially based on Uehara's styles. However, our layout styles have some differences from theirs .

The first difference is the style No.3. The complementary transistors have to be aligned ver-

tically in Uehara's style. In contrast, transistors which have the same gate input signals can

be aligned vertically in our layout style. As explained in Section 2.1, there are some cases

that the generated layout has smaller width using our layout style . Moreover, our method can

handle the cell circuits with non-complementary topologies in P/N type transistor networks

if the circuit has no P and N type transistors which can not be paired by the common gate

input signal. The second difference is that our method can take multiple-sized transistors as
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Table 2.1 Our layout styles of the proposed SAT-based cell layout synthesis for dual CMOS cells.

1.  Static dual CMOS logic circuits.

2. Transistors are drawn up in two horizontal rows. The upper row is for P type tran-

sistors and the bottom row is for N type transistors.

3. Two transistors which have the same gate input signals are vertically aligned.

4. Two transistors which have the same diffusion terminals are placed in the neighbor-

ing columns to share their diffusions.

5. The bottom of the P diffusions and the top of the N diffusions are aligned to G-

Region.

6. The intra-cell routing uses polysilicon and first metal layers.

7. All nets which connect diffusion terminals of P type transistors are in P-region.

8. All nets which connect diffusion terminals of N type transistors are in N-region.

9. All nets which connect gate terminals are in G-, Top-or Bottom-regions.

10. Gate terminals are connected by the polysilicon layer in Top-or Bottom-region, and

by the first metal layer in G-region.

11. The same signals in P-region and N-region are connected by the vertical first metal

through G-region at the top of N-region and the bottom of P-region.

12. Vertical first metals and the gate terminals are connected by the horizontal first

metals in G-region.

13. VDD are connected from the top of P-diffusion through Top-region by the vertical

first metal.

14. GND are connected from the bottom of N-diffusion through Bottom-region by the

vertical first metal.

15. Single contact is assumed to be enough to connect between metal and diffusion or

polysilicon.

16. No dogleg is used.
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Figure 2.1 An illustration of the layout styles of the proposed SAT-based cell layout synthesis for

dual CMOS cells.

an input, so that it can deal with more practical problems, while almost all previous optimal

cell layout synthesis methods assumed the uniform-sized transistors. To treat multiple-sized

transistors, the bottom of the P-diffusions and the top of the N-diffusions are aligned to the

G-region, as described by No.5 in Table 2.1 and illustrated in Figure 2.1.

The layout styles No.6 through 16 in Table 2.1 are for intra-cell routing. These styles are

based on Maziasz's styles[22]. Five routing regions are defined in the cell area as defined in

Maziasz's styles. P- and N-regions are over the each diffusion, G-region is between the P-

and N-regions, Top-region is above the P-region and Bottom-region is below the N-region,

as shown in Figure 2.1. Our method can deal with outer channel polysilicon routing, i.e.,

the connection which runs above P diffusions and below N diffusions as described by No.9

and 10 in Table 2.1. By using outer channel routing, we can avoid the second metal layers

for intra-cell routing in many cases. Therefore, our routing styles will be widely accepted in

practical applications.

2.3 Transistor Placement Formulation

In this section, we explain the SAT constraints for transistor placement. Given N P and N N

type transistors, we have to place these 2N transistors in the minimum area. This problem can
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Figure 2.2 A SAT formulation of the transistor placement for dual CMOS cells.

be transformed into the problem that places all transistors using minimum number of columns

as illustrated in Figure 2.2. The P type transistors are aligned in the upper row and the N type

transistors are in the bottom (No.2 in Table 2.1). The P and N type transistors which are

placed in the same column must have the same gate input signals (No.3 in Table 2.1). The

neighboring transistors must face the diffusions which belong to the same signal each other

to share their diffusions (No.4 in Table 2.1). The empty columns result in the diffusion gaps

in the final layouts. We transform these constraints into Boolean constraints.

Each transistor has P variables to identify its placement where and W is the

number of the columns, and one variable to identify whether the source/drain terminals are

flipped or not. X indicates a minimum integer which is equal to or larger than X. Thus,

the total number of variables needed for this formulation is Here, we

describe the Boolean constraints.

Transistor overlap constraints: N type transistors must not overlap in the same column,

which is expressed by the following logic equation

(2.1)

where ni1,ni2,...,nip are the variables for placement of an N type transistor i, and e is the

exclusive-or Boolean operator. The same logic equation must hold for P type transistors.

Unused column constraints: If W<2p, the columns with the top 2p-W distinct bit

vectors of length P, correspond to unused columns as illustrated in Figure 2.2. No N type

transistors can be placed in these unused columns. The following logic equation expresses

this constraint for N type transistors.

(2.2)
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where uk1, uk2,•c,ukp are constant bit vectors which indicate the unused column k. The same

logic equation must hold for P type transistors.

Vertical gate constraints: The P and N type transistors which are placed in the same

column must have the same gate input signals. Assume Gip is the group of P type transistors

which have the same gate input signals as that of an N type transistor i, this constraint is

expressed as follows.

(2.3)

Neighboring Transistor constraints: The transistors which face the diffusions which be-

long to the different signals each other can not be in the neighboring columns. Assume fn is

the variable which determines the flip of an N type transistor i, and Cn(i , k) takes the value

of 1 if an N type transistor i is in the column k, the following logic equation expresses this

constraint for N type transistors.

(2.4)

Here, GAPn(i, j) takes the value of 1 if an N type transistor i can not share its diffusion with

an N type transistor j placed to its immediate right, otherwise 0. The same logic equation

must holds for P type transistors.

These Boolean constraints express all the possible placement in W columns under our

layout styles. These constraints are expressed in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) to be

solved by the CNF-SAT solver. If there is no satisfiable assignment using W columns, it

is guaranteed that there is no possible placement of width W. Therefore, we can find the

minimum-width placement using a procedure described below.

1. For a given transistor netlist, enumerate the number of transistors. The initial number

of column W is set to the number of N type transistors (=#P-FETs).

2. Search for a satisfiable assignment for the Boolean constraints constructed for W

columns. If a satisfiable assignment is found, these transistors can be placed in W

columns and this procedure terminates. Otherwise, go to step 3.

3. W = W + 1. Go to step 2 again.
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Figure 2.3 A SAT formulation of the infra-cell routing.

2.4  Infra-Cell Routing Formulation

 We next explain the SAT constraints of the infra-cell routing in this section. After a tran-

sistor placement is generated using the formulation explained in Section 2.3, its infra-cell 

routability is checked using the constraints explained in this section. Our styles of the infra-cell

 routing are listed by No. 6 through 16 in Table 2.1. We defined five types of net listed 

below as illustrated in Figure 2.1.

N-net The net which connects the diffusion terminals of N type transistors.

P―net The net which connects the diffusion terminals of P type transistors.

G―net The net which connects the gate terminals.

V―net The net which connects the diffusion terminals of P and N type transistors, and the

gate terminals.

 VDD/GND-net The net which connects the VDD/GND signals to VDD/GND rail which

runs top/bottom of cell area.

We also defined the region where each type of net can be placed as described by No. 7 through 

14 in Table 2.1. Bit vectors which correspond to the row or column numbers are assigned 

to each region as illustrated in Figure 2.3. The routing grids are also defined as illustrated 

in Figure 2.3. We use the columns which are shifted by a half column in the  G-region. The
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number of rows of the N-region (P-region) is determined by the maximum width of N type

transistors (P type transistors) and the design rules since the grid size is determined by the

minimum width and spacing rules of metal or polysilicon and some other design rules. The

numbers of rows of the Top-region and the Bottom-region are both fixed to 1. Therefore, the

number of rows of the G-region Wg is given by the following equation

(2.5)

where Hcell is the total number of rows of each cell, which is fixed for all cells so that the

height of all cells are uniform, and Wp, and Wn are the number of rows of P and N region,

respectively.

Assume that Pn Pp, Pg, and Pv, are the number of the Boolean variables for each type of net,

they are expressed as Pn=[log2 Wn], Pp=[log2 Wp], Pg=[log2(Wg+2)], Pv=[log2Wv]

where Wn, Wp, and Wg are the number of the rows of each region, and Wv, is the number of

the columns of the G-region. G-nets can be placed in Wg+2 rows since they can be placed

in the Top- and Bottom-region besides the G-region. The variables of the nets which belong

to more than two groups consist of the combination of each group's variables. Therefore, the

total number of variables Ptotul, used for the SAT formulation of intra-cell routing is expressed

as

(2.6)

where ai bi, ci, and di are the variables which take the value of 1 if the net i belongs to each

group, otherwise 0. Here, we construct the Boolean constraints:

Net overlap constraints: We define the interval of an N-net i as In(i)=[lni,rni], where lni

is the position of the leftmost terminal in the N-region which the net has to be connected to,

and rni is the position of the rightmost one. Two nets with intersecting intervals can not be

placed in the same row. For each net pair i and j, the logic equation describing this constraint

is as follows

(2.7)

where ni1,ni2,•c, nipn are the variables which correspond to the placement of an N-net i. The

same logic equation must hold for P-nets and G-nets. For V-nets, all pairs of nets must satisfy

the above logic equation. Therefore, the logic equation for V-nets is expressed as follows

(2.8)
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where, ƒÒi1, ƒÒi2,•c,ƒÒipƒÒ are the variables which correspond to the placement of a V-net i.

Unused row/column constraints: If WƒÒ<2pƒÒ for V-nets, the columns with 2PƒÒ-WƒÒ distinct

bit vectors correspond to unused columns. No net can be placed in these unused columns.

The same case emerges when WG+2<2Pg, for G-nets. Whereas for N(P)-nets, if minni<2Pn

(minpi<2pp) where minni (minpi) is the minimum grid number of N(P) diffusions whose

signal has to be connected to an N(P)-net i, the N(P)-net i can not be placed in the columns

denoted by 2pn-minni (2PP-minpi) distinct bit vectors. This constraint enables us to route

the multiple-sized transistors. This constraint is expressed by the following logic equation .

(2.9)

The constant bit vector uk1,uk2,•c, ukpn „indicates the unused row/column. The same logic

equation must hold for P-nets, G-nets, and V-nets.

VDD/GND-net constraints: P-nets must not overlap the VDD-nets. We assume V is the

group of the column numbers which has to be connected to VDD. If x•¸V and x•¸Ip(i),

a P-net i can not be placed in the top row of the minimum-width diffusion whose column

belongs to Ip(i) and V. For N-nets, they must not overlap the GND-nets. We define the group

G whose members are the column numbers which has to be connected to GND. If x•¸G and

x•¸In(i), an N-net i can not be placed in the bottom row of the minimum-width diffusion

whose column belongs to In(i) and G. These constraint is expressed as equation (2.9) where

μk1,μk2,…,μkpn (μkpp) indicate the row where N(P)-nets can not be placed in.

V-net connection through the G-region constraints: If a V-net i is placed in the column

ci,there must be no horizontal net over the column c in the G-region so that the V-netcan

go through the G-region. Assume Hg is the group of horizontal nets in the G-region and

Ihg(i)=[li,ri]is the  interval of the horizontal net where li(r1) is the leftmost (rightmost)

terminal or net in the G-region, this constraint is described as follows.

(2.10)

V-net to gate connection constraints: If a V-net i must be connected to the gate terminals,

this V-net has to be connected to these terminals in the G-region by horizontal first metal

layer. Therefore, there has to be at least one empty row between this V-net and terminals in

the G-region. This constraint is described as follows using H, and lh, defined before.

(2.11)
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Figure 2.4 Our SAT-based cell layout synthesis flow.

V-net to diffusion connection constraints: If a V-net i must be connected to the diffusion

terminals of N type transistors, this V-net is connected to these diffusion terminals in the top

row of the N-region by horizontal first metal layer. Therefore, there has to be no other net

placed between such V-nets and terminals in the top row of the N-region. Assume Hn is the

group of horizontal nets which are placed in the top row of the N-region and Ihn(j) = [lj, rj]

is the interval of the horizontal net where lj (rj) is the leftmost (rightmost) termina or net in

the N-region, this constraint is described as follows.

(2.12)

In the case of P type transistors, this V-net and terminals must be connected to in the bottom

row of the P-region and the same logic equation must hold for P type transistors.

The SAT formulation which consists of these constraints allows us to determine whether

the placement is routable or not. To find a routable placement, we iterate the generation of

placements and satisfiability checks. If a placement is proved to be unroutable, we add a new

clause which suppresses the previous placement to CNF for transistor placement to generate

a new placement. These clauses are called constraint clause. The flow of our SAT-based cell

layout synthesis is illustrated in Figure 2.4.
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Table 2.2 The problem size comparison results of the transistor placement for dual cells between ILP

and SAT formulations.

2.5 Experimental Results

The formulations explained in Section 2.3 and Section 2.4 and the flow illustrated in Fig-

ure 2.4 enable us to generate a minimum-width routable cell layout from a netlist via Boolean

satisfiability. To test the effectiveness of our SAT-based cell layout synthesis method, we

compare it with a 0-1 ILP-based transistor placement and a commercial cell generation tool.

2.5.1 Comparison with the 0-1 ILP Formulation

We conducted the runtime comparison with 0-1 ILP formulation in transistor placement

stage. To conduct the experiment, we also transformed the transistor placement problems

into the 0-1 ILP problems. Our formulation of the 0-1 ILP is based on the Gupta and Hayes'

formulation[20]. The differences from [20] are that we assume only one dimensional place-

ment and P and N type transistors with the same gate input signals can be aligned vertically,

while their formulation assumed two dimensional placement and only complementary P and

N type transistors are aligned vertically.

We used the CNF-SAT solver Chaff[25], the 0-1 ILP solver OPBDP[26], and the generic

ILP solver CPLEX[27] for the experiments. The Chaff and OPBDP experiments were con-
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Table 2.3 The runtime comparison results of the transistor placement for dual cells between ILP and

SAT formulations.

ducted on a 750MHz UltraSPARC-III workstation with 2GB of RAM. The CPLEX exper-

iments were done on a Pentium-III 1GHz with 2GB of RAM. We used default settings for

all of them. A time-out limit of 3,600 seconds was used for each run. We experimented the

ILP formulation based on the Gupta and Hayes' formulation and the ILP formulation simply

transformed from CNF for the SAT solver, as an input file for the two ILP solvers. Tables 2.2

and 2.3 list the results of solving the transistor placement problems by SAT and ILP solvers.

Although both tables contain only 10 circuits, we tested 30 static dual CMOS logic circuits

in a standard-cell library. The data in the row of Total Ratio in Table 2.3 means the ratio of

the total runtime for the 30 circuits. For each circuit, Table 2.2 indicates the number of tran-

sistors, the number of columns after placement, the problem size for the ILP as well as for

the SAT formulations (number of ILP variables and inequalities are expressed as #var. and

#ineq.; CNF variables and clauses are as #var. and #cla.). The problem size of SAT formu-

lation is the size of the problem which has a satisfiable assignment first. Table 2.3 shows the

OPBDP and CPLEX runtimes using the ILP formulation, and OPBDP, CPLEX, and Chaff

runtimes using the SAT formulation as the input.

Compared with the two ILP solvers, the SAT solver Chaff has shorter runtimes in most
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cases. Moreover, the ILP solvers can not solve some large circuits in one hour whereas Chaff

can in minutes. The total runtime of the ILP solvers are about 17 to 70 times longer than

the SAT solver. These results clearly show that the SAT formulation and the SAT solver are

more suitable for solving the transistor placement problems.

The layouts generated by our method are equal to or smaller than the one dimensional

layout generated by Gupta and Hayes' method[19] which treats complementary P and N type

transistors as a pair. For example, the width of the full adder"fadl" in Table 2.3 is 15 using

our method whereas the minimum width of the one dimensional layout of the full adder

described in[19] is 16.

2.5.2 Comparison with the Commercial Cell Generation Tool

We also compared our cell generation method with the commercial cell generation tool

ProGenesis[13]. The experiments were conducted on a 750MHz UltraSPARC-III worksta-

tion with 2GB of RAM. Tables 2.4 and 2.3 list the results of generating the 30 static dual

CMOS logic circuits in a standard-cell library by our method and ProGenesis. The height of

all circuits is fixed to 10 rows in this experiment. Table 2.4 shows the number of transistors,

the SAT problem size of the intra-cell routing, the width of cells generated by the ProGenesis

and our method. Table 2.5 shows the runtime spent on generating a routable cell layout from

a netlist. In the column of Resultant Width in Table 2.4, we assumed the 0.35ƒÊm process tech-

nology. The layouts generated by ProGenesis and our method are both design rule correct.

The column width for ProGenesis lists the width of the generated layout after compaction

and the asterisk in this column means that it uses second metal layers to route these circuits.

The column #col. for ProGenesis lists the number of columns of the generated symbolic

layouts before compaction. The column width for the proposed method lists the width of the

generated layout by the proposed method without compaction. The column #col. shows the

number of columns needed for each circuit to complete the intra-cell routing using our layout

style.

One column is added to the minimum-width placement of ao33, ao44, oa33, and oa44 to

complete the intra-cell routing of each circuit, and the width of these cells in column are

1 column larger than the commercial tool as shown in tables 2.2 and 2.4. Because of the

routing restrictions of out layout styles, the numbers of columns of these cells are larger than

those generated by ProGenesis. Although the number of columns of cell mux2 generated by

the proposed method is also larger, this reason is not the routing restriction but the transistor
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Table 2.4 The width comparison results of the cell layout synthesis between the commercial cell

generation tool and the proposed method.
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Table 2.5 The runtime comparison results of the cell layout synthesis between the commercial cell

generation tool and the proposed method.
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Figure 2.5 The example result of fadl cell layout generated by the proposed SAT-based cell layout

synthesis method for dual CMOS cells.

placement restriction. The P and N type transistors which are placed in the same column

must have the same gate input signals in the proposed method, whereas ProGenesis does

not have such restriction. Because of this restriction, the width of the cell mux2 which in-

cludes transmission gates becomes larger than ProGenesis. The width increase in terms of

the number of columns is about 3% for total of 30 circuits used in this experiment.

ProGenesis generates smaller width layouts for 18 circuits after layout compaction, since

it can use the bending gate in the G-region and the smaller width diffusion if it has no con-

tact on it during compaction, whereas the proposed method does not include the compaction.

However, it uses the second metal layers to complete the intra-cell routing for fadl, gen2,

gen3 and the width of fad l , gen3, maj3, nand22, nor4 are larger than our method. The run-

times of our method are smaller than ProGenesis for almost all cases as shown in Table 2.5.

The proposed method generates all these 30 circuits in total 58% runtime with only 5% area

increase compared with ProGenesis. These results show that our cell layout styles defined for

the SAT formulation is practical enough to generate the layout of dual CMOS cells quickly

with a little area overhead. The snapshot of fad l layout generated by the proposed method is

illustrated in Figure 2.5 for example.
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2.6 Summary

We proposed a minimum-width cell layout synthesis method for dual CMOS cells via

Boolean Satisfiability (SAT). Cell layout synthesis problems are first transformed into SAT

problems by our formulation. We presented that the SAT formulation is more suitable for the

transistor placement by comparing the runtime of the SAT and the 0-1 ILP formulations of

the transistor placement problems. We also presented that the width of placements generated

by our method are smaller than that of the conventional exact transistor placement method

by using our layout styles. The proposed method generates the cell layouts of 30 static dual

CMOS logic circuits in 58% runtime with only 5% area increase compared with the com-

mercial cell generation tool ProGenesis with cell layout compaction. These results showed

that our cell layout styles defined for the SAT formulation is practical enough to generate the

layout of dual CMOS cells quickly with a little area overhead. We can conclude from these

results that our method can significantly shorten time-to-market of a cell library and can also

be useful for many other applications such as on-demand cell layout synthesis. Since this

method still has a restriction in gate connection style between P and N type transistors, it is

applicable only to dual CMOS cells. The extension of the transistor placement method to

non-dual cells is explained in Chapter 4.




